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The HFMA has a unique space all of its own in the NHS. Founded in the first few
years of the National Health Service, it has been called four different names, has
had 60 different leaders and thousands of people working or volunteering for it.
It has influenced government policy and enabled finance people to arguably be
the best informed and networked professional grouping in the NHS.  

This celebratory DVD is a unique collection of memories from HFMA figures past
and present, where they share their thoughts about the work of the association
during their time as members and as leaders of the profession. It tells the story
of the association’s development over its first 60 years and maps its journey to
the present day.

This history contained in this booklet has been compiled by Steve Brown and
Seamus Ward and it draws on the few historical records that exist, as well as the
eye-witness accounts of members. It tells the story of an organisation that has
had a lot to say in 60 years and had a significant influence on policy
development and implementation, and on standards of financial management
within the NHS. It has also had a huge impact on the careers of many, many of
the association’s participants. 

For many members, being part of the HFMA is to be part of the NHS finance
family. This DVD and booklet pay tribute to this special organisation.

The booklet and the films on the DVD are published by the Healthcare Financial
Management Association (HFMA) 
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The HFMA began life back in 1950 as
the Association of Chief Financial
Officers in the Hospital Service in
England and Wales. The NHS itself 
was still finding its feet and it was just
two years since article 25 of the NHS
(hospital accounts and financial
provisions) regulations 1948 had 
firmly established a core role for the
finance function.

But finance officers were not
universally seen as key players in the
management of the service, in some
cases attending finance and policy
meetings merely to present financial
figures, then leaving while other chief
officers discussed the implications.
Many of the senior accountants in the
new health service had a background
in local government and felt strongly
that NHS finance officers needed a
higher status. 

Reports in association journals over
the years suggest that the association
was born out of two parallel initiatives
in the north and the south. We are
told that ‘the idea of forming an

association was conceived by
members in the Leeds region, and a
joint exploratory meeting with
representatives from the Manchester
region was held in the office of 
Mr A Camplin, first treasurer of the
Manchester board. At a further
meeting at St James’ Hospital, Leeds,
it was decided to form the
association, with Mr Hedley Copley as
chairman and Mr Wiseman as
secretary’. A constitution was drafted
and branches set up to cover all
regions of England and Wales. 

Meanwhile, in the south of the
country, Gilbert Mayes, treasurer of
the newly established Medway and
Gravesend Hospital Management
Committee – who in 1968/69 became
the association’s president – was one
of several finance leaders to move to
form an association in the south. We
are told they ‘called a preliminary
meeting of finance officers from six
regions in the south, where it was
decided to back the association which
was being formed in the north’.

The association’s objectives have not
changed drastically over the years. 
It aimed then, as it does now, to
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promote high standards of financial
management, to inform the health
department and the service on
financial matters and to provide
opportunities for discussion and
research (see box for objectives).

Though the association was to stand
the test of time, its name did not. In
1964, a postal ballot led to a new
moniker – the Association of Hospital
Treasurers (AHT), a name that also
reflected the new titles being
adopted by the service’s senior
finance officers. The same year also
saw the association rules change to
allow for the appointment of a
president instead of a chairman. An
offer of a president’s badge by the
Leeds branch was accepted by the
AHT council.

The role of finance was beginning to
grow. There was rising interest in the
area of resource allocation. Back in
1948, the service had taken over 3,000
hospitals from local government and
the voluntary sector. And it was these
hospitals that attracted the funding,
irrespective of the populations they
served. The hospital plan in 1962 was
the first attempt to reduce regional
inequalities in healthcare provision,
but by 1966, with funding
increasingly scarce, this ambitious
plan was downgraded. However,  the

stage was set for a more equitable
approach to the distribution of
healthcare resources.

This arrived with the Crossman
resource allocation formula in 1971.
Although named after Labour health
minister Richard Crossman, the
formula was implemented by the
successor Conservative government.
The formula calculated regional target
allocations on the basis of population,
beds and case numbers. And it
changed significantly the resources
allocated to regions. It also placed
new demands on finance staff to
sustain the methodology, producing
costing information to drive
components of the formula.

Reorganisation
In 1974 the service underwent major
reorganisation. Ninety area health
authorities and 200 districts were
created to administer hospitals. In
Scotland and Wales, the regional tier
was also abolished. The changes
boosted the profile of NHS finance
managers as a move to consensus
management threw the treasurer into
the spotlight. 

The association also went through
major change. Its name was no longer
appropriate, so it became the
Association of Health Service
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provide opportunities for discussion among members and give advice on
points of practice and other matters to the association.



Treasurers (AHST);
membership was
extended to treasurers
and finance officers in
Scotland; and the title
of president reverted
to chairman. Even
more fundamentally,
the association
‘merged’ with CIPFA,
with the
association’s council
becoming the
institute’s health executive.

Don Wild – himself an HFMA stalwart,
having chaired the association’s
research committee, sat on council
and been its honorary secretary –
recalled the contributions made by
key finance leaders at the time, when
he spoke to Healthcare Finance in
2000. ‘People like Ingle Dawson, Tom
Tagg, Stanley Baddeley and Trevor
Rippington, to name but a few,’ he
said, ‘worked unceasingly in the early
days to achieve management team
status for treasurers in the 1973/74
reorganisation.’

In its first 25 years, the association had
grown into a body commanding
respect. Its own journal, Hospital
Service Finance, launched early in the
1950s, had even established
something of an international
reputation, with health service
accountants from as far away as
Australia and the Middle East keen to
read its articles. 

The journal provides an interesting
commentary on the changing face of
the NHS, at times offering reminders
of how technology has changed
practices so dramatically. A report in
the February 1969 edition records a
certain Ken Thomas, treasurer of

Sheffield No 1
HMC, doubting
‘whether an
HMC treasurer
would ever
have personal
control over a
computer for
HMC purposes’. 

But the journal
also provided the
first hint of a new
relationship with

health service accountants 
in the USA. An agreement to ‘swap
magazines’, plus a report of a trip to
the American Association of Hospital
Accountants in Chicago by former
chairman Reginald Stacey in 1964,
eventually led to the creation of the
UK/US Exchange programme in 1981.

The association’s annual conference
and luncheon had by this time also
grown into a flagship event with an
address from the incumbent health
secretary and other key politicians
becoming a regular occurrence. The
likes of Enoch Powell, Richard
Crossman, Barbara Castle and
Sir Keith Joseph
all took to the
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platform.  The association’s journal
tells us that Sir Keith, speaking in
November 1973, warned gathered
treasurers to expect a bigger role in
future. They would be looked to by
their colleagues ‘not only for
budgetary control, at which they were
already expert, but for advice on
efficiency, savings and redeployment.
The skills of the diplomat, the
tactician and the psychologist would
be needed increasingly by all chief
officers in addition to their
professional skills, and treasurers
would be no exception.’  

The conference did not only attract
politicians. Senior civil servants,
representatives from other
professional bodies and the national
press all saw the event as unmissable.
Detailed breakdowns of conference
attendance in the late 1960s and early
1970s show how attendance grew by
more than 40% in just five years from
273 in 1968 to 396 in 1972. The
breakdown shows the makeup of
delegates, including members of the
association, fee-paying guests, other
guests and speakers, and the press. 

The association was proud of its
relationship with the health
department. Regular quarterly
meetings between key finance
leaders and civil servants, long
established, provided a direct route to
the corridors of power. 

Ingle Dawson was one of the
association’s earliest members, its
honorary secretary for 20 years from
the early 1950s, its chairman in 1976
and then honorary treasurer.
Speaking in 2000, he remembered
those early meetings as a major
opportunity to influence policy and
practice. ‘One of our major successes

was in convincing the Treasury to let
us carry forward underspends at the
end of each year,’ he said. Before that,
any underspends were clawed back.
In practice this had led to a ‘use it or
lose it’ mentality that had often
resulted in inappropriate expenditure.

Wider membership 
Pressures on finance departments
continued with the introduction of
cash limits in 1976 and the arrival of a
new resource allocation formula,
based on the work of the resource
allocation working party (RAWP). But
the association flourished. By 1978
AHST membership had reached 500. 

But concerns were growing over the
exclusion of non-chief finance officers
from health service finance activities
at a national level. A postal ballot run
by the association in 1981 led to a
narrow vote in favour of maintaining
the existing membership criteria,
perhaps reflecting concerns among
some members that changing the
rules would dilute the association’s
influence with the then Department
of Health and Social Security. (The
AHST was undeniably an influential
body. In 1985, 40% of members
participated in 45 national
committees and working parties and
its research committee was held in
high regard.) But the result did lead to
the establishment of health service
accountant groups (HSAGs), to which
all members of CCAB bodies working
in the service could belong. Each of
the eight HSAGs were entitled to
nominate one member to the council.

The issue of opening up the
association to a wider membership
did not go away as further
organisational changes in the NHS
made the move seem increasingly
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inevitable. In 1982, the area tier of
administration was abolished and
districts upgraded to district health
authorities. Soon after that, consensus
management was abolished in favour
of a general management model.

The NHS Management Board was
established with a national director of
finance. And the creation of general
and finance managers in every unit
management team led to an
explosion of senior finance staff in the
service. The AHST and its
predecessors had been created when
there were few qualified accountants
in the service apart from chief officers.
But the number of qualified
accountants had trebled since the
1974 reorganisation. So in 1986, the
AHST threw open its doors to a wider
financial community and the
Healthcare Financial Management
Association emerged. With plans to
enlarge membership and achieve a
higher profile, a full-time secretariat
was set up at CIPFA’s headquarters in
London, serving the HFMA and
representing CIPFA in health.

Writing at the time, Gerry Cinderby,
the new HFMA’s first chairman, said:
‘Many qualified accountants have
been transferred to unit management
accountant positions with managerial
accountability to unit general
managers. Current thinking at the top
suggests an additional 600 qualified
accountants need to be recruited to
the NHS over the next five years if the
general management initiative is to
succeed and many of these will be
appointed to post which are not on
the treasurer’s establishment. In such
circumstances, the need for a
professional group capable of
promoting sound financial
management and harnessing the 

support of all qualified
accountants employed in health
services becomes self-evident.’

Another key figure in setting up the
new HFMA was Chris Grimes, deputy
to Mr Cinderby in 1985/86 and the
association’s chairman in 1986/87. A
council member of the AHST and
former secretary of the Welsh Branch,
he told the HFMA Newsletter in 1997: ‘I
suppose I saw the association in the
late 1970s and early 1980s as a cosy
club for chief officers. Non–qualified
chief officers had membership, yet
qualified non-chief officers did not. I
objected to that.’

Former members of the AHST and
CCAB qualified accountants engaged
in the NHS were automatically
entitled to join the new HFMA. The
HFMA council could also grant
membership to other individuals
engaged in healthcare finance, such
as civil servants, lecturers,
management consultants and private
healthcare staff. Branches were also
encouraged to enrol anyone with a
special interest in healthcare finance.

Mr Cinderby’s estimates of the
number of finance staff needed were
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to prove conservative. More profound
changes than anyone could have
imagined were just around the corner.
The 1989 white paper Working for
patients proposed the creation of an
internal market, separating
purchasers of healthcare from
providers. 

The following year’s NHS and
community care act put the proposals
into effect. The introduction of capital
charges, GP fundholding, contracting
and free-standing NHS trusts again
led to a major expansion of the
finance function. The 11,000 finance
staff in 1989 would top 16,000 within
just a few years.

Mr Grimes returned to the HFMA as its
full-time secretary in 1989 and the
association moved up a gear. Events
took off. The association took over the
successful Fincare programme from
the NHS Management Executive – its
development was described by Mr
Grimes as his ‘proudest
achievement’. He also launched
the HFMA Newsletter, forerunner
to today’s Healthcare Finance
magazine. 

The Introductory guide to NHS
finance was also published, much
to the relief of non-finance
managers and non-executive
directors everywhere. As of 2010,
the guide – now in its ninth
edition, with a 10th planned for
early 2011 – has sold more than
40,000 copies since its launch.

Renewed focus
But not everything went well. Links
with the centre had been
weakening, reaching a low point
while Sheila Masters was the
Management Executive’s finance

director at the end of the 1980s.
Regular meetings with the centre
stopped and Mr Grimes admits 
the association had ‘lost its way’.
Bridges had to be rebuilt and the
appointment of Gordon Greenshields,
a former regional director of finance,
as the Management Executive’s
director of finance presented an
opportunity to reforge links. 

A ladder system was set up to 
groom future HFMA chairmen. 
Keith McLean, then Stephen Day and 
Mr Greenshields re-established, then
raised, the association’s profile.

The 1990s was a period of major
reform for the NHS with the 1990 NHS
and community care act heralding in
an internal market. Health authorities
would in future buy services for their
local populations from hospital
providers known as NHS trusts (with
the first 57 up and running in 1991).
In addition, some
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GP practices opted to operate their
own budgets to buy hospital services.  
In many ways the aim of the policy on
GP fundholders was the same as more
recent attempts to involve GPs in
commissioning – to ensure a better fit
between services delivered and
patients’ needs and to drive value for
money. However, it led to criticisms of
a two-tier system and concerns that
priority could be given to
fundholding patients – on a payment
per patient basis – over those from
health authorities, where payment
was often fixed in a block contract. 

But a large chunk of the responsibility
for making the radically new system
work fell to finance teams. Mr
Greenshields, HFMA chairman in
1994/95 remembers: ‘GP fundholding
had just started and politicians
wanted a faster roll-out. They wanted
it to happen quickly, but we still had
no allocation basis and no real
feedback from the trial sites to see if it
was effective and would actually
produce the goods.’ Beyond getting
the basic structures and financial
flows in place, the private finance
initiative – a new way of procuring
capital assets for the service – was
also in its infancy. It was just one of
the issues that was requiring greater
commercial knowledge and
experience within NHS finance
departments.

Labour influence
The HFMA chairman’s ladder system
continued to churn out big hitters:
Keith Ford, Bob Dredge, Jaki Meekings
– the first ever woman to head the
association – and Eric Morton, who
together led the association through
a change of government in 1997 
and more upheaval as the internal
market was dismantled.

This provided additional challenges
for the HFMA. Mr Ford, chairman in
1995/96 picks up the story.  ‘In 1995 it
was clear an election was coming up
and one of the things we observed at
HFMA was that the Labour Party had
no access to data. We wanted to make
sure they were able to get real facts
and figures and not work on
prejudices and preconceptions. 

‘We did a couple of things. One was to
hold private dinners with shadow
ministers in CIPFA’s headquarters –
seen as a neutral place to be. We also
wrote documents – one was 10
questions for Labour on health policy. A
couple of times we went to Millbank
Towers to help them work through
those questions and they were quite
open to that work. It was a bit of a
tightrope to walk without upsetting
the [Conservative] government of the
day, but [the government] had access
to data and Labour didn’t. We
positioned it in that way as a data
gathering exercise.’

Following Labour’s victory, the work
didn’t stop. ‘It was exciting. No one
really knew  what to expect so the
challenge for the association was to
attempt to influence in a very positive
way any policies and certainly
financial policies that we could,’ says
Bob Dredge, chairman in 1996/97.  

With the government still finding its
feet, it was difficult, but the
association was helped by the fact
that relationships with Department of
Health officials had been steadily
improving. One of the early acts for
the association was to respond to the
government’s health white paper The
new NHS: modern, dependable. This set
out to dismantle the internal market,
although in reality the divide
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between commissioning and
provision was retained. GP
fundholding was scrapped, but 
new primary care groups – and
subsequently primary care trusts –
would seek to provide greater GP
involvement in commissioning across
the whole population, not just in
pockets. 

Jaki Meekings, who followed Mr
Dredge as chairman, reinforces the
association’s clear aim at the time.
‘The big challenge for the HFMA was
actually getting alongside the
Department of Health and ministers
to influence these policies during
their period of development so that
by the time they came in as policy
we’d have had advance warning, we’d
amended them to something that
was a bit more workable and the pace
of change had been assessed.’

One incident demonstrated the
delicate balance needed in seeking to
influence the centre. In 1999 the

service had received two years of level
funding following Labour’s election
and was facing significant upheaval in
delivering the government’s new
vision for the health service. Financial
pressures were mounting and it
appeared these were not recognised
by ministers and officials keen to see
progress with their health plans. There
was a feeling that substantial new
initiatives were expected to be
delivered out of existing resources,
while the service struggled to cope
with rising NHS inflation.

A survey of finance directors at the
end of 1999 was not the first time 
the HFMA had taken the service’s
financial temperature. But its findings
– a predicted £200m deficit by the
year end – and the way it was picked
up by the media brought the
association into direct conflict with
the Department. Barry Elliott,
incoming chairman at the time
remembers a ‘fairly uncomfortable
meeting’ for him and outgoing 
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chairman Eric Morton with then NHS
chief executive Alan Langlands. 

Both chairmen say there were lessons
for both sides in the experience. ‘I
think [the government] was shocked
that the service had managed to put
together this survey, which had come
out with a forecast that was so close
to the Department of Health’s figure,
which at that stage hadn’t been
published,’ remembers Mr Morton.  

He says it made the association aware
of the power it wielded and the need
to use that power wisely. ‘I think it did
give the association a huge amount of
credibility with the Department and a
degree of notoriety. Relationships
were strained for a couple of years but
I think overall it was probably in the
best interests of the relationship we
got through that position. It created
more of an open dialogue.’ 

Mr Elliott agrees. ‘A lot of chief
executives as well as finance directors
personally congratulated us on this
because at that time there were real
concerns about the financial position
of the NHS and a real concern that the

message was simply not getting
through and not being heeded.’  
It had also put the HFMA on many
other people’s radar. Mr Elliott says he
suddenly started getting requests to
speak at BMA events in his capacity as
HFMA chairman.

Devolution
There was also another significant
development for the NHS following
the Labour government’s victory in
1997 – devolution. Part of the
devolution package included
responsibility for health and over the

years, the health services in the four
UK nations have increasingly followed
divergent policy paths. This provided
challenges for the association in how
it could represent the interests of all
members across all four UK nations.

The appointment of two chairmen
from outside the English NHS in the
early 2000s underlined the HFMA as a
UK-wide representative body. Paul
Cummings from Northern Ireland in
2002/03 and Scott Haldane from
Scotland in 2004/05 provided high-
profile evidence that NHS finance
recognised itself as a single profession
despite the devolved health systems. 

Mr Cummings stressed at the time
that the NHS often looked abroad to
inform policy development, yet there
were lessons closer to home. Citing
Northern Ireland’s experience with
integrated health and social care – a
model that is starting to be taken far
more seriously in England in 2010 –
he said the HFMA had a role in
monitoring the impact of policies and
helping to disseminate lessons.
Looking back Mr Haldane – the
HFMA’s first Scottish chairman,
although not the first Scot to assume
that office – underlines the ‘single
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profession’ argument.  ‘My theme for
the year was “strength in numbers”
and the philosophy behind that was
to try and promote a greater sense of
unity within the association.’  

While the policy contexts were
different, Mr Haldane says the
challenges on the ground for finance
– improving services within available
spend and improving productivity
and value for money – were the same. 

Representing the four nations is a task
the HFMA continues to work at. It has
a different role in the devolved
nations. The relatively small size of the
health systems means there can often
be a direct relationship between
finance leaders at the centre and
those in local bodies, reducing the
need for the HFMA to act as a voice
for the profession. The needs revolve
more around education and
development and the role of the
branch is arguably more important.
Members are less likely to take part in
national events because of distance,
time and policy contexts.

With devolution leading to changes 
in the shape of the NHS across the 
UK, the HFMA also faced its own
restructuring. It had already changed
its constitution in 1998 to allow 
non-qualified accountants into the
organisation, enabling the association
to formally represent the whole
finance family. But in 2000, a
governance review headed by
chairman Barry Elliott and 
chairman-elect Mark Millar led to the
appointment of the association’s  first
ever full-time chief executive, Mark
Knight, towards the end of the year.
This was coupled with a decision to
sever links with CIPFA and set up the
HFMA as a fully independent
organisation. 

‘Unless you were involved at the time,
I don't think you would have
appreciated the significance or the
difficulties,’ said Mr Elliott. ‘We always
had issues – as an association we
represented all of NHS finance, but a
lot of our members were not CIPFA
members. A lot of our infrastructure
was heavily reliant on CIPFA and at
the time some thought this was going
to be a problem for the association.
Potentially, it could have been
disastrous, but for others it was an
opportunity.’

New era 
From the beginning of 2001, for the
first time the HFMA had its own
independent, free-standing
secretariat and support team. As with
other ‘new starts’, logistics were the
immediate concern and the
association took a bold move in
relocating outside London to Bristol. 
Crystallising the membership was
another early challenge, with the
realisation that a branch-run
subscription system had led to
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misreporting on membership
numbers. A new centralised system
dramatically lowered the published
membership  figure – from 4,000 to
1,640 – but gave the association a
solid figure on which to base its plans.

On the events side, the association
still held high-profile, well regarded
conferences in the annual conference
and Fincare. But there was a clear
need to build up the events
programme to provide NHS finance
staff with the right training and
development opportunities.  

Other developments were swift to
follow. The association’s newsletter
had already been relaunched as
Healthcare Finance. But in January
2002, it was given a major revamp
and put on a more professional
footing. Its aim was to ignore the
often superficial and sensationalised
coverage of the NHS by national and
business media. Instead it aimed to
provide a magazine dedicated to
finance managers’ professional needs,
highlighting key challenges,
showcasing best practice

and providing a mouthpiece and
focus for the NHS finance family.

If the separation from CIPFA had 
been a risk, within two years it was
clear the risk had paid off. With a
dedicated commercial team in Bristol,
the association had been quickly put
onto a firm financial footing –
providing a solid platform to enhance
existing development opportunities
for finance staff and to develop new
priorities such as gaining greater
influence over government policy. ‘It
was almost like starting from scratch
and from these difficult times the
association has risen like a phoenix
from the ashes. I am delighted when I
see how strong the HFMA has
become,’ says Mr Elliott.

‘Had we not appointed Mark I don't
think the association would be in the
place it is today,’ he says. ‘The split
from CIPFA allowed us to look at other
opportunities to develop courses and
commercial activities. We always felt
we had a strong brand as we had a
unique position covering the whole of
the finance community.’

In the years following the separation
from CIPFA, membership

grew rapidly and
new initiatives
were taken forward
with key players
such as the NHS
Appointments
Commission
(providing training for
non-executive
directors and audit
committees). 

The introduction of a
new pay system for NHS
staff, detailed in a white
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paper in 1999, also provided
challenges for the service and finance
function. Affordability of the new
Agenda for Change pay system (and
other pay reforms for GPs and
hospital consultants) was a key issue.
But the treatment of finance staff
within the new pay band system was
also identified as a problem.

With a single evaluation system to
apply across nurses, other healthcare
professionals and support staff, there
were increasing concerns that finance
staff would not be fairly treated. There
were warnings about recruitment and
retention in finance departments – at
a time when policies such as payment
by results and foundation trusts (in
England) and the need for greater
efficiency were putting increasing
demands on finance teams. 

The HFMA, led by Paul Cummings,
chairman in 2002/2003, took up the
issue. First, it convinced the
Department of Health the concerns
were valid and was then charged with
developing finance profiles for the
NHS that would offer a fair evaluation
of finance staff and ensure the service
continued to have access to high-
quality financial support. The HFMA
profiles were not only accepted by the
Department, but also became the
model for other functions in ensuring
the overall model captured the
sensitivities around different
professions such as IT and estates.  

‘I think the job profiles ensured
people were getting the right salary
for the job they were actually doing
but also I think they gave a very clear
career structure for the finance
profession,’ Mr Cummings says. 
‘They provided a very clear pathway
for those wanting to come into NHS

finance, showing how their career
could progress.’

Through the first decade of the new
millennium, the association adopted 
a clear policy of seeking to gain
influence by working directly with key
stakeholders rather than seeking
influence through the media. 
‘It was a conscious decision to engage
on a policy level,’ recalls John Flook,
chairman 2001/02. ‘After all, there was
a lot of policy around, with some of
the biggest changes in the service’s
history, particularly on the finance
side – polices such as foundation
trusts, payment by results and
counterfraud. I think the association
stepped up and grasped the
opportunity and it gave it a solid
profile and foundation on which to
build a more commercially viable
organisation.’ 

The association has also developed a
network of professional committees
and special interest groups covering
overarching basic issues such as
financial management, accounting
and governance; sector-specific
groups providing forums for mental
health, primary care and foundation
trust practitioners; and special issue
groups such as payment by results,
costing and charitable funds.

Its views are valued in consultations
by the Department of Health and
others and it is represented on a wide
range of external advisory groups.
In 2006, then HFMA chairman Phil
Taylor represented the association at
the Commons health select
committee’s inquiry into NHS deficits.
He suggests it was a recognition of
the quiet, professional way the
association had sought to represent
the views of the profession. 

60 years of the HFMA 13



‘It was a big deal to be given that
spotlight to be able to put the views
across of our members. If we know we
are being listened to at the
Department and in higher circles, we
can have a lot more influence than by
shouting to the media,’ says Mr Taylor.

He also believes the HFMA has a big
contribution to make in terms of
research and understanding different
approaches to delivering health
services and managing finances.
During his year, the association
launched a series of finance briefings,
the first looking at financial
turnaround, aimed at sharing
experiences and good practice from
around the NHS finance community. 
He also oversaw a broadening of
international relationships. 

Carrying on a role as international
officer beyond his chairmanship, Mr
Taylor has helped coordinate closer
working relationships with and study
tours to Australia, New Zealand,
Holland and Russia – as well as study
tours to see aspects of the US system.

In 2010, the NHS stands on the verge
of another major restructuring.
Following the election of a
Conservative/Liberal Democrat
government, the service faces what
many see as the biggest reforms in its
history – handing over the secondary
care budget to GP-led consortia. 

At the end of 1973, the service also
faced major restructuring, bringing 
all health services – GPs, hospitals 
and local authority-run community
services – under new regional health
authorities. Many of the challenges
then still ring true today as the service
faces its reorganisation. Then, as now,
there were concerns about the level 

of financial understanding among
the wider workforce. Association
president in 1973/74 Tom Tagg wrote
at the time: ‘In the initial months
treasurers/finance officers and their
staffs will have to play an active part
in educating managers’.  

Looking forward to an ‘entirely new
management structure from April
1974, which we helped to build,’ Mr
Tagg said: ‘All members will have
found the past year more challenging
and demanding than previous years
with many additional meetings being
held to plan the new service and a
surfeit of literature which has been
generated from many sources. The
coming year will no doubt see an
increase in the number of meetings
and the amount of literature and your
officers will find that the demands on
their time both in their authorities
and on behalf of the association will
be much greater than ever before. ‘ 

Times may have changed, but finance
staff will relate to this picture. The
HFMA has also changed substantially
in its 60 years – changing its name to
suit the evolving membership and
structure of the NHS. But its purpose
has remained the same: to represent
the views of NHS finance staff,

60 years of the HFMA 14
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contribute to a broad understanding
of NHS finance, support the
development of finance professionals
and provide a professional network.

Its success is a testament to its ability
to adapt, but is also thanks to its
members, many of whom have given
time tirelessly to the association,
attending meetings, taking part in
research, writing briefings, speaking
at events. Getting involved has always
been key to the association. ‘It’s not
like joining the AA or RAC,’ says former
chairman Keith Ford. ‘Yes, you pay
your money but it’s not all one-way
traffic. It’s not a benefits package you
subscribe to, it’s also a responsibility
professionally both ways.’

Perhaps key to the HFMA’s longevity
has been its readiness to adapt – both
to reflect structural changes in the
NHS and in terms of who it represents.
Over the years it has established a
measured, professional approach to
influencing policy development and
implementation, while at the same
time moving from a simple chief
officer body to a broad church
representing the whole NHS finance
function. It is likely to need to
continue to evolve.

‘Clearly, we are moving into a new
world where there will be far less
system management and, particularly
for the proposed GP consortia,
possible new models for the delivery
of support services,’ says Bill Shields,
HFMA chairman in 2008/09. ‘One of
the key challenges for the association
will be to stay relevant for its
members, providing them with the
right support and development
opportunities wherever they work.
But there will also be huge
opportunities to take on roles that

perhaps have traditionally been
provided by the centre.’ Mr Shields
suggests the HFMA’s work in recent
years has put it in a good position to
move into this expanded role.

In 2009, the HFMA reverted to the title
of president for its most senior officer.
Paul Assinder has been the first to
readopt the title (last used by Tom
Tagg in 1973/74) and has overseen
the 60th year celebrations. He is
aware of the association’s rich history,
and believes it has established a solid
platform to further its ambitions. 

‘If one surveys the NHS management
and policy landscape, the HFMA is
one of the few organisations still
growing in membership, growing in
turnover, growing in national
influence. I think the HFMA serves its
members and provides value like no
other organisation I have ever been
connected with,’ he says. ■
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Chairmen
1950/51 H Copley CPFA, Leeds (A) 

Group HMC
1951/52 SC Ebbs CPFA, ASAA, AHA, 

Central Middlesex 
Group HMC

1952/53 FG Holland FHA, Lancaster 
and Kendal HMC

1953/54 C Montacute LLB (Lond), 
DPA, CPFA, FHA, joint 
treasurer, Cheltenham, 
Gloucester, Stroud and the 
Forest and Standish HMCs

1954/55 RC Sharphouse OBE, CPFA, 
FHA, Carshalton HMC

1955/56 R Hopes CPFA, AHA, joint 
treasurer, East Liverpool 
and Liverpool and District 
Fazakerley Group HMCs

1956/57 EA Hall MBE, FCA, CPFA, 
Birmingham (Dudley 
Road) Group HMC

1957/58 AW Stafford Hammersmith 
and St Mark's Hospitals

1958/59 IG Boon CPFA, FHA, 
Brighton and Lewes HMC

1959/60 G Meadowcroft CPFA, 
DPA, AHA, joint treasurer, 
South West General 
Hospital, Fulbourne and 
Riversfield HMCs

1960/61 MS Rigden CBE, FCA, 
CPFA, FHA, St Thomas' 
Hospital

1961/62 WR Matthews MBE, FCA 
CPFA, FHA, Newport and 
Monmouthshire HMC

1962/63 R Stacey MBE, BA, DMS, 
CPFA, FCCA, Sheffield 
No 1 HMC

1963/64 BG Spencer FCA, CPFA, 
RHA, Tunbridge Wells 
Group HMC

Presidents
1964/65 JK Turnbull MBE, ACCA, 

CPFA, South Shields 
District HMC

1965/66 AS Groves TD, FCA, CPFA, 
Bradford (A) HMC

1966/67 S Armitage FCA, FHA, 
Coventry HMC

1967/68 RH Killick FCA, CPFA, 
Boston Group HMC

1968/69 GM Mayes CPFA, FCA, 
Medway and Gravesend 
HMC

1969/70 PA Tye CPFA, FHA, 
Chichester and 
Greylingwell Group HMC

1970/71 JW Pearson CBE, FCCA, 
FCIS, CPFA, FHA, 
St Thomas' Hospital

1971/72 JR Hindle FCA, AHA, CPFA, 
Preston and Chorley HMC

1972/73 BG Bush FCA, CPFA, FHA, 
East Anglian RHA

1973/74 TAJ Tagg OBE, CPFA, FHA, 
FRSH, Warwickshire AHA

Chairmen
1974/75 GFR Hardy FCMA, CPFA, 

FHA, Isle of Wight AHA
1975/76 S Baddeley OBE, CPFA, 

ACMA, ACIS, 
Gloucestershire AHA

1976/77 IW Dawson OBE, FCCA, 
ACMA, CPFA, AHA 
Nottingham AHA (T)

1977/78 J Jackson CPFA, ACCA, 
AHA, Kirklees AHA

1978/79 T Rippington CBE, DPA, 
CPFA, FHA, South 
Western RHA

1979/80 G Hopkinson CPFA, FCCA, 
ACMA, ACIS, AHA, 
Derbyshire AHA
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1980/81 DW Pace CPFA, South West 
Thames RHA

1981/82 HR Allan BA (Admin), CPFA, 
AHA, Shropshire AHA

1982/83 DJ Hucklesby CPFA, DMA, 
Bristol and Weston HA

1983/84 I Dyson FCMA, CPFA, 
Barnsley HA

1984/85 BJ Dutson CPFA, East 
Suffolk HA

1985/86 GA Cinderby CPFA, FCCA, 
Leicestershire HA

1986/87 CB Grimes CPFA, FCCA, 
West Glamorgan HA

1987/88 D Poynton CPFA, DMS, 
FBIM West Midlands RHA

1988/89 JC Minty CPFA, Plymouth 
Health Authority

1989/90 P Longden ACMA, CPFA, 
Calderdale HA

1990/91 JM Ridley CPFA, 
Chester/Wirral HA

1991/92 AKJ Binns FCCA, CPFA, 
AHSM, Leicestershire HA

1992/93 K McLean FCCA, CPFA, 
MHSM, Trent RHA

1993/94 S Day CPFA, West Midlands 
RHA

1994/95 G Greenshields BA, MLitt, 
CPFA, Moores Rowland 
Consultancy

1995/96 KA Ford CPFA, Kensington 
and Chelsea and 
Westminster HA

1996/97 R Dredge CPFA BSc MSc, 
Royal Wolverhampton 
Hospitals NHS Trust

1997/98 JA Meekings BSc, CPFA, 
Wiltshire Health Authority

1998/99 EJ Morton CPFA, FCCA, 
Chesterfield and North 
Derbyshire Royal Hospitals 
NHS Trust

1999/00 BJ Elliott BA(Econ), CPFA, 
Barts and the London 
NHS Trust

2000/01 M Millar FCCA, Suffolk 
Health Authority

2001/02 J Flook BA FCCA, County 
Durham and Darlington 
Health Authority

2002/03 PI Cummings BA, FCMA, 
Ulster Community and 
Hospitals NHS Trust

2003/04 AR Wittrick BSc ACMA, 
CPFA, South Yorkshire 
Strategic Health Authority

2004/05 ST Haldane BA CA CPFA, 
NHS National Services 
Scotland

2005/06 PB Taylor BA(Hons), CPFA, 
Shropshire and 
Staffordshire Health 
Authority

2006/07 AJ Leary BA(Hons), CPFA, 
NHS Professionals

2007/08 CJ Calkin FCMA, University 
Hospitals North 
Staffordshire NHS Trust

2008/09 WA Shields MA, CPFA, 
FHFMA, NHS South West

2009/10 PA Assinder FCCA, CPFA,
Dudley Group of Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust
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